
9th July 2016 

That day I had to wake up at 4 in the morning, because I was going on a trip to 

Warsaw with my friend. I ate a sandwich for breakfast and then left my house at 

4:30 a.m. I took a tram to get into the city centre where I was supposed to meet 

with my friend. When he already came we had to run on train station, because we 

didn’t want to miss our train. At 5:43 a.m .we set off from Cracow to Warsaw.  In  

the train it turned out that we do not have seats next to each other, so we had to 

sit in two different rows. I was sitting next to lady in the middle age, while my 

friend was sitting alone. When the train conductor came to check our tickets, he 

told us that I can change my seat and for the rest of  the travel we could sit 

together.  During our travel we could take free biscuits and one free drink. We 

decided to choose coffee, because it was really early in the morning. The journey 

passed quickly and comfortable. The train was really noiseless so we could sleep 

for some time. When we finally arrived to Warsaw we had to take a subway to get 

to the airport Okęcie. I was really excited because I have never been on airport 

like this before. When we get there we wanted to find observation deck, but the 

airport was really huge and we got lost up. Fortunately the customs service helped 

us find the way. At the observation deck I could observe many of airplanes. When 

I looked at my watch it was only about 10 am and I couldn't wait the rest of the 

day, because so many nice thing had happened to me before. Main goal of our trip 

was to see two planes. The first was the Boeing 787 Dreamliner which belongs to a 

Polish air lines and the second was a Boeing 777 which belongs to Emirates air 

lines, that are consider as one of the best lines in the world. I have been waiting 

until both planes landed nearly 3 hours, but it was worth it ! The roar of the 

engines was incredible. In the meantime we could see many other planes landing. 

On the airport board I noticed airplanes belongs to German chancellor and one 

belongs to prime Canada, but in my opinion plane belongs to President of 

Azerbaijan looked the best! Unfortunately I couldn't see Air Force One which 

belongs to President Barack Obama because he was on the other side of the air 

port. Watching how planes landed was somethnig special for me because in the 

future I would like to be air traffic controller. After a long wait when we finally saw 

the airplanes we decided to continue our trip. We went to The Warsaw Rising 



Museum. Warsaw was really quiet and empty this day, because it was NATO 

summit. On the street we could meet more police officers than residents. They 

were really helpful and showed us the way to the museum. In the museum I could 

learn a lot about the history of the Warsaw Uprising. There are many souvenirs 

from these events e.g. original armbands of insurgents and the wreck of a German 

plane. Furthermore I saw there many horrible movies which shows how 

insurgents were murdered. I also watched the movie showing the ruins of Warsaw 

after the war. It was thrilling that people in my age had to fight for freedom. The 

good thing was that I saw many foreign tourists in the museum and everyone 

wanted to know something about history of Poland. When we left the museum 

we were really hungry and we decided to go back to the city centre. We went to 

Golden Terraces, where we ate burgers. I also bought myself a little souvenir 

which was a tiny figure of Palace of Culture. After visiting Golden Terraces we 

decided to take a ride by a new subway line, which was built for 2 years. Whole 

journey took us 10 minutes… It was so many difficulties with building it for only 10 

minutes of ride. I think that Warsaw is a great place to live. What I liked the most 

was the skyscrapers. There is not so many of them in Cracow and in Warsaw you 

can see them everywhere. About 7 p.m. we went to Central Station and really 

tired we have been waiting for a train to Cracow for about 1,5 hour. I was back 

home at 11 p.m. and I was tired but really happy because I experienced a lot this 

day. I took a shower and went straight to my bed where I fell asleep really quickly. 

 

 

10th August 2016  

I woke up in the morning and I was really tired. That was a bad sign before a 

match which I was going to play today. My mom made a breakfast for me and 

then I packed my stuff which I needed for match. When I was ready I left my 

apartment and my dad told me that I have to drive a car. I had a drive licence for 

about 3 months but I worked it out very well. When I arrived I met friends from 

my team. They were waiting for the beginning of the game. We were really 

nervous because it was a match with one of the best team and we knew that it 



was going to be hard. We started to change our clothes and we listened to the 

music to relax ourselves. Before the game started our coach told us how to play 

and who is going to play in the first squad. I was supposed to play as a right 

defender. Match started at 11 a.m. In the stands there were several people, 

mostly our friends. Unfortunately we lost a goal in the first 10 minutes of the 

game. After another 15 minutes we made a big mistake and we lost second goal. 

We were losing 2-0. The situation was very tense. We didn't lose any more goals 

before a break. During a break our coach told us what we did wrong and what we 

should do to win this game. We came  back on playing field with a new power 

and we were full of hope to win. By the minute we played better and better. 

Finally we scored a goal at 60 minutes. New strenght joined in us and soon we 

scored another goal. It was a draw. It was close to the end of the match and the 

referee counted three minutes. In 92 minutes of the game we had a free kick. This 

was the last move of the match. Our goalkeeper decided that he is going to 

perform a free kick. He scored perfectly and we won the match ! The referee 

ended the game after our goal and we could celebrate. In the locker room 

delicious surprise was waiting for us. It was a pizza ! We were tired and hungry 

and when i felt the smell of pizza I was really happy. I ate 3 pieces of it and it was 

the best pizza in my life. I think I liked the taste of pizza so much because we won 

this important match. When I took a shower and changed my clothes we were 

sitting in the locker room for a long time and we were talking about the game. We 

were really excited. That day was very fantastic.  

20th June 2016 

Couple day ago me and my friends decided that we would like to go to see Charity 

Basketball Match in Tauron Arena Kraków. The match was organized by Marcin 

Gortat. He invited many famous persons, who played in his team. The opponent of 

his team was Polish army, which was supported by NBA players. Near to my house 

was a place where I could buy a ticket for this event. At school my friends gave me 

the money so I could buy a ticket for them too. When I ended my lessons I went to 

buy a tickets. Unfortunately when I got there it turned out that they didn't sell a 

tickets for this event. I came back home and asked my dad to buy a tickets for us 

on the internet. He agreed and on next day I had printed tickets. Finally on 20th of 



June we all met on tram stop near to Tauron Kraków Arena. When I was leaving 

my house it was really hot and the sky was blue. I dressed in t-shirt and shorts. I 

never thought it was going to rain. We had to wait for one of our friend about a 

half of hour. It became cold and dark. Thunderstorm was coming and our friend 

still didn't come. Finally after 30 minutes he appeared and we could go to Tauron 

Kraków Arena. We thought that we will flee before the storm but unfortunately it 

came when we were just next to the entrance. It was raining and the thunders 

were very loud. We came to Arena wet but fortunately our tickets were in my 

friend backpack so they were fine. Firstly we went to the toilet to dry our clothes. 

It was hard because dryers are attached to the walls but we did it and after 20 

minutes we could take our seats. Before the match started we listened to loud, 

energetic music which stirred the emotions. Gortat team entered the pitch on 

military vehicles. When all members of this team was presented we have been 

waiting for Polish army team. It turned out that they had even better entrance 

than their opponents. They descended on ropes from the top of Arena. It was 

incredible. Finally the game began. Army team won the first part of the game. 

During the break we could watch cheerleaders and there was a competitions for 

children. Main prize in competitions was a trip on the NBA match in the United 

States but Marcin Gortat decided that he will take all children which took part in 

competitions. It was a great gesture. Second part of the game was aligned. There 

were many spectacular action but also a lot of fun in the stands. In result Polish 

army team won the match. I was pleased with this result because they lost in last 

year.  

 

 

 


